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Grand Hotel & Spa Rodina 

"Expansive Spa Complex"

The Rodina Grand Hotel, located in a subtropical park, boasts a giant spa

complex of 4,500 square meters (48,000 square feet) as well as

restaurants, bars, and a shingle beach. For those who want to exercise,

the hotel has swimming pools and tennis courts. All of the indoor public

spaces are smoke-free.

 +7 862 253 90 00  grandhotelrodina.ru  info@grandhotelrodina.ru  ulitsa Vinogradnaya 33,

Sochi

 by Booking.com 

Zhemchuzhina Hotel 

"Famous Hotel in Sochi"

Housed in a 16-story Soviet-era tower, Zhemchuzhina has long been one

of the most prominent hotels and entertainment complexes in Sochi. The

hotel boasts more than 900 rooms, a large beach, two seawater

swimming pools, a tennis court, restaurants and bars, a nightclub, and so

much more. Travelers will love the elegant guest rooms' modern amenities

and breathtaking water views. This hotel provides a comfortable stay

while you explore all the treasures Sochi has to offer.

 +7 800 200 12 88  www.zhem.ru  info@zhem.ru  ulitsa Chernomorskaya 3,

Sochi

 by Booking.com 

Radisson Blu Resort & Congress

Centre 

"Close to Olympic Facilities"

This hotel is situated less than a mile from the coastal Olympic venues, or

the so-called "Coastal Cluster." It is quite far from the Sochi city center

and the mountains, but it is a good choice if the main goal of your trip is to

see the sports competitions. The rooms are pricy, but clean and spacious.

There is a spa center, a fitness center, three swimming pools, and three

restaurants. The Grenadine restaurant serves international dishes, Mikado

is a sushi bar, and Anatolian Kebab and Grill focuses on Middle Eastern

and Mediterranean culinary traditions.

 +7 862 296 81 00  www.radissonblu.com/resort-

congress-sochi

 ulitsa Golubaya 1a, Sochi
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